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Dear Stockholders!
ALROSA Co. Ltd. leads the worldwide diamond industry with interests ranging from exploration, mining and
cutting to trading of rough and polished diamonds. Aggregate production of ALROSA Group (ALROSA Co. Ltd. and
ALROSA-Nyurba OJSC) reaches 95 % of the Russian market and about 20% of the diamond world market in terms
of caratage and 25% in terms of value. In 2008, the overall
diamond production amounted to USD 2,361.6 million.
Fairly high demand was stable and high prices remained firm until September 2008. As global economic
crisis deepened in the fourth quarter of 2008 the demand
for diamonds decreased almost to zero. By the end of
2008 the prices for rough diamonds dropped by estimated 30-50 % in comparison to August 2008. Major world’s
diamond producers including ALROSA Co. Ltd. faced potential catastrophic fall and had to substantially reduce
their open market supplies.
Despite the extremely unfavorable market conditions,
company’s sales (including ALROSA-Nyurba OJSC) in
2008 dropped only by 0.6 % in comparison to 2007. The
company sold USD 2.178,8 million worth of rough diamonds and exceeded the planned sales value (USD 5.3
million). Company’s sales of polished diamonds reached
the value of USD 157.6 millions. High skills and expertise
of the Company’s employees, efficient operations as well
as good corporate reputation helps “ALROSA Co. Ltd”
maintain its strong position in the market.
One of the greatest current challenges is the recovery
of the company’s mineral resources. It requires changeover to underground mining and engagement of resources
with low diamond content. The currently operational program for development of the production tool is an effective tool which provides the support required to maintain
the existing and create new mining production capacities.
ALROSA’s capital investments in 2008 amounted to RUB

17.008,1 million, including RUB 8. 974.3 million spent on
construction of mining facilities. The Company invested
RUB 2.911,5 million in replacement of main production
machinery and equipment and development of cuttingedge technologies.
One of the key company’s objectives is to raise efficiency of exploration operations. In this context company
developed the Arctic Geological Exploration Expedition in
the Zhigansk District of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and
increased exploration financing including Angola. Geological prospecting and exploration activities increased in the
reporting year by 30.5 % in comparison with 2007 and by
46.1% in comparison with 2006.
The wage and salary level in ALROSA is one of the
highest among Russia’s mining leaders. Taking into account accelerated growth of compensation in the Russian Federation and in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), the
Company raised wages and salaries on July 1, 2008 by an
average of 18 % and increased productivity bonuses. The
main sources for the above financing were cost savings
and growing efficiency of labor.
Using existing legal basis and applying an efficient
system of incentives the Company successfully optimized
the number of personnel and reduced the workforce by
892 persons. At the same time in 2008 in comparison to
the previous year the productivity increased by 6.0 % in
terms of the open cut mined rocks and by 5.8 % – in terms
of underground mining, 3.0% – in terms of rock processing, by 2.9 % in terms of the commercial cargo turnover
and by 2.6 % of the initial value of construction and installation work.
Based on the Company’s consistent commitment to the
principles of social responsibility, ALROSA follows the provisions set out in the Collective Bargaining Agreement and
special programs developed to expand social benefits for
the Company’s employees. In accordance with Employee
Recreation program RUB 491.2 million were spent on resort and medical center treatment, recreation and prevention of professional diseases. Financing of medical services
for ALROSA employees provided under the Health Program
reached RUB 189.0 million. RUB 207.7 were spend under
Culture and Sports Program which defined the scope of
cultural and sports events held in the Company’s divisions.
Comprehensive Benefits and Sponsorship program developed and implemented by ALROSA is an effective instrument of social partnership with the communities in the areas of Company’s activities. ALROSA provides support to
the local districts (uluses) for the development of agriculture and traditional crafts within the framework of the “Investment Program for Regional Development”.
The program “Non-Governmental Pension Scheme”
extends to more than 14.000 ALROSA Co. Ltd. non-working retired employees and provides them with one of the
Russia’s highest, occupational pensions. In 2008 RUB

5
888 million were contributed to corporate retirement fund
Diamond Autumn.
Pursuant to the approved housing program Company
built 40-apartment houses in Mirny and Orel. The company spent RUB 232.2 million on buying new homes for
ALROSA employees. “Lending to individuals – company’s
employees\home loans by MAK-BANK CB scheme is still
working for Udachny, Aikhal and Lensk divisions. In 2008
85 families of the company employees used corporative
help to improve their living conditions.
As the company operates in one of the key sectors of
Sakha (Yakutia) economy, ALROSA pursues a long-term
policy in order to improve the living standards and ensure
socio-economic development of the region. Under the
Company’s social infrastructure development program
RUB 2,789.4 million were allocated in 2008 for maintenance of the housing and communal facilities.
An essential component of the Company’s development is the HR policy. The goal of this policy is to assure efficient and rational use of labor resources. During
the reporting year ALROSA Co. Ltd. recruited 242 young
employees. 8365 company’s managers, specialists and
workers received various types of training and improved
their professional awareness.
The company sets the following critical objectives and
tasks for 2009:
– implement the stimulus program developed to overcome payments deficit;
– put into operation the first stage of start-up facilities
of underground mine “Mir” (annual capacity 150.000 tons
of rocks);
– complete construction and put into operation the 2nd
start-up facility of Aikhal underground mine (annual capacity of 250,000 tons of rock);
– develop new projects for open-pit and underground
mining in Udachnaya kimberlite pipe, which would help to
accomplish the approved production plans;
– develop new efficient techniques that could lead to
better recovery of fine diamonds;
– implement power saving technologies and equipment, switch living and production facilities in Lensk and
Aikhal to gas;
– develop an optimal mechanism for selling rough and
polished diamonds.

PRESIDENT,
ALROSA Co Ltd.
Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Dear Stockholders!
In 2009 we will conduct our activities in the context
of the systemic wide global economic crisis. Further
more, 2009 will be a watershed year for world diamond
industry. 50-year history of trading relations between
Russian diamond and De Beers came to an end. As a
matter of fact, the days of global rough diamond monopoly have gone. Nowadays, objective factors transform international diamond market, and, therefore the
only way we can strengthen company’s market position is to ensure adequate and timely response to new
challenges. Notwithstanding that the industry is going
through some huge changes right now, I believe that
those changes give us a unique chance to create new
mechanisms that would help us to gain substantial
market power.
Company’s top priority tasks for the next two years
will be: cost optimization in each sphere of business, development of scientific and industrial potential and development of efficient mechanism for selling company’s
products. In 2009 replenishment of mineral resources
will be accomplished by intensified geological prospecting and exploration with similar budget as compared
to the level of the previous year – RUB 3,819.7 million.
The current strategy of development of the Company’s
industrial potential, transport, research and development facilities, social aspects and ancillary operations,
as well as ALROSA’s investments programs permits the
Company to plan the net profit at the end of 2009 at RUB
454.4 million.
People are the main value of ALROSA Co. Ltd., so we
must do our best to keep and develop our unique human
resources. Social responsibility, social benefits and social
partnership are the most sensitive issues in the context of
the world crisis, therefore they should resolved
On behalf of the Executive Board I have the honor
to express our gratitude to the leaders of the Russian
Federation and the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), to the
members of the Supervisory Board, and all our business
partners, whose trust and assistance helped ALROSA to
become one of the world’s leading diamond mining companies.
I would also like to wish new business achievements in
2009 to the ALROSA’s shareholders and employees!

S.A. VYBORNOV
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Members of the supervisory board

Aleksey Leonidovich KUDRIN
Deputy Chairman of the Government
of the Russian Federation,
Minister of Finance of the Russian Federation,
Chairman of ALROSA Supervisory Board

Vyacheslav Anatoliyevich SHTYROV
President of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Sergey Alexandrovich VYBORNOV
President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Alexander Alikhanovich AKHPOLOV
Head of the Administrative Department,
Ministry of Finance
of the Russian Federation

Gennady Fyodorovich ALEXEEV
First Deputy Chairman of the Government
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Ivan Kirillovich Demyanov
Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Victor Petrovich EFIMOV
Minister of Property Management
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Tatiana Nikolayevna MANUYLOVA
Deputy Director of the Department
of Economics and Finances,
Government of the Russian Federation
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BORISOV EGOR AFANASYEVICH
Chairman of the Government of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia),
Deputy Chairman of ALROSA Supervisory Board

Yuri Mitrofanovich MEDVEDEV
Deputy Head of Federal Agency
for Federal Property Management
of the Russian Federation

Aisen Sergeyevich NIKOLAEV
Head of the Administration
of the President and the Government
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Dmitry Dmitrievich MAKHAROV
Head of Viluisky Ulus (district)
Municipality,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)

Sergey Nikolayevich SAMOYLOV
Deputy Presidential Envoy
to the Central Federal District

Leonid Fedorovich TOLPEZHNIKOV
Deputy Head of Administrative
Department of the Ministry of Finance
of the Russian Federation

Igor Igorevich SIROSH
Assistant of the Head of the Administration of the
President of the Russian Federation
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Executive board
Sergey Alexandrovich VYBORNOV

President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Gennady Fedorovich PIVEN

First Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Yuri Andreyevich DOINIKOV

First Vice President –
Executive Director of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Sergey Georgiyevich ALYABYEV

Director of Nyurba Mining Division

Alexei Valeryevich VESELKOV

Managing Director of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Petr Mikhailovich GLAGOLEV

First Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Ivan Kirillovich Demyanov

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Alexander Ivanovich EFIMOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Yuri Anatolyevich IONOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Galina Vsevolodovna KLIMENKO

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Igor Mikhailovich KULICHICK

Financial Director of ALROSA Co.Ltd.

Olga Alexeyevna LYASHENKO

Chief Accountant of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Alexander Fedorovich MAKHRACHEV

Director of Udachny Mining Division

Sergey Ivanovich MITUKHIN

Senior Geologist of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Dmitry Vladimirovich MOSTOVOV

Director of Mirny Mining Division

Anatoly Tarasovich POPOV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Valentina Anatolyevna POTRUBEIKO

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Ravil Shamilyevich SANATULOV

Director of Aikhal Mining Division

Igor Vitalyevich SOBOLEV

Director of Capital Construction Department

Vladimir Pavlovich TKACHENKO

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Sergey Aramovich OULIN

First Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Alexandr Sergeyevich CHAADAYEV

Director of the YakutNiproAlmaz Institute

Gustav Afanasyevich YAKOVLEV

Vice President of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

Pavel Antonovich TRETYAKOV

Chairman of Interregional Union
Profalmaz (consultative vote)
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INTERNAL AUDIT COMMITTEE
Dmitry Arturovich VOYAN

Head of Planning and Economic
Department of ALROSA Co. ltd.

Andrey Vladimirovich GLINOV

Head of Division for Precious Metals
and Gem Stones Control, Administrative
Department of the Ministry
of the Russian Federation

Ekaterina Yurievna KOBELEVA

Manager of Regulatory Affair department
of the Ministry for Economic Development
of the Russian Federation

Yulia Anatolyevna FILIPPOVA

Assistant of the Head of Internal Affairs,
Analysis and Forecast department
of the Administration of the President
and the Government of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia)

Alexander Sergeyevich YUGOV

Head of Fuel and Mineral Resources Division,
Department of Infrastructure and Military-Industrial
Complex of the Federal Agency for Federal
Property Management

ALROSA Executive Board meets
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ACTIVITIES
OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Supervisory Board of ALROSA Co. Ltd. exercises

• Share of ALROSA Co. Ltd. in ALROSA-VGS LLC.
• Withdrawal of ALROSA Co. Ltd. from Sakha-Diamond
OJSC and Stepan Vasilyev Horse Ranch.
• Development of ALROSA Co. Ltd. construction sector.

general guidance over the Company’s operations and

• Amendments and supplements to Provisions on

consists of 15 members, including seven representatives

standalone subdivisions. ALROSA Co. Ltd. affiliated branch

of the RF government, five representatives of the Republic

ALROSA-Transsnab, Company's office in the North-West

of Sakha (Yakutia), two representatives of the Company’s

region.

management, and one representative of the local districts
(uluses) – co-founding shareholders of the Company.
In 2007 the Supervisory Board held 7 meetings, of
which three meetings in direct participation mode and four
meetings by remote communication. The following 20 issues were discussed at the above meetings:
• Operational and financial results of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
for 2007.
• Annual meeting of ALROSA Co. Ltd. shareholders in
2008.

• 2009-2011 Power supply program for ALROSA Co.
Ltd. facilities and facilities of its subsidiary enterprises.
• Approval of the decision concerning an additional issue of securities by ALROSA.
• Amendments to 2008 Production and Economic Plan
of ALROSA.
• ALROSA Co. Ltd. forecast plan for 2009, measures
to overcome payment deficit in 2009.
The Board had a discussion on each issue and gave
consequent assignments to the Executive Board. In the

• Selection of Auditor for ALROSA.

reporting year the above assignments were generally ful-

• Approval of interested party transactions.

filled.

ALROSA Supervisory Board meets
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STRUCTURE OF ALROSA GROUP

GENERAL MEETING of SHAREHOLDERS

SUPERVISORY BOARD

BOARD of DIREKTORS

COMPANY MANAGEMENT

Udachny
Mining
Division,
Udachny

Mirny
Mining
Division,
Mirny

Amakinskaya Botoubinskaya
exploration
exploration
expedition,
expedition,
Aikhal
Mirny

Mirny
Housing and
Community
Amenities
Department

Mirny Water
Supply
Department

Representative
office
in Moscow

Mirny
exploration
expedition,
Mirny

Aikhal
Mining
Division,
Aikhal

ALROSAPomorye
branch,
Archangelsk

Lensk Heat
and Water
Supply Service
Company,
Lensk

Representative
office
in Yakutsk

Nyurba
Mining
Division,
Nyurba

Arctic
exploration
expedition,
Zhigansk

Almazavtomatika ST,
Mirny

Representative
office in Saint
Petersburg

Mirny
Highway
Department,
Mirny

Almazenergoremont
URMSU,
Mirny

Representative
office
in Orel

Diamond
Sorting
Center,
Mirny

Brillianty
ALROSA
division,
Moscow

ALMAZDORTRANS,
Lensk

Culture
and Sports
Center,
Mirny

United
Trading
Organization,
Moscow

Mirny Air
company,
Mirny

Personnel
Training
Center,
Mirny

Representative office
in Belgium,
Antwerp

Yakutniproalmaz
Institute

Mirny
Procurement
and Logistics
Department

Mirny Capital
Construction
Department

Branch of
Prometey
Recreational
and Healthcare
Center, Nebug

Noviy
Agricultural
Farm

ALROSATranssnab,
Zhukovsky

Almazny Kray
TV and radio
broadcasting
company,
Mirny

YANIGP
TsNIGRI

Representative office
in Israel,
Ramat Gan

ALROSA-Africa
branch,
Luanda

SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES

Diamond industry
complex
6

Diamond trading
subsidiaries in Russia
and abroad
6

Industry and
exploration
9

Construction
3

Logistics
and transport
1

Credit
and finance
4

Retailers, hotels a
nd resorts
15

Non-profit
1
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MINING

Ore loading in the Jubilee pit

Aggregate diamond production (ALROSA and ALROSA-Nyurba) in 2008 reached USD 2,361.3 million worth of
rough diamonds, which is USD 30 million greater than the
planned value.The bulk of diamonds was mainly produced
from primary and placer deposits by open pit mining.
Treatment plants processed 27,100 thousand tons of
raw materials, 1,716 thousand m3 of ore were cut using
dredges.
All the mining and processing enterprises were run
at the steady pace, and accomplished all the production
tasks and used mining machinery and equipment within
planned capacities.The total volume of broken rock handled in total by ALROSA Co. Ltd. amounted to 46,917.7
m3, 132,546.7 m3 of broken rocks were hauled using
mine vehicles, and the total transport turnover reached
671,341.900 thousand km-tons.
Udachny Mining Division
This plant mines at two kimberlite pipes – Udachny and
Zarnitsa – processing mined rocks at Treatment Plant No.
12. In 2008, the Udachny Mining Division accounted for
36.3% of the Company’s diamond mining production in
terms of value and for 18.3% of the total volume of mining
operations of ALROSA Co. Ltd. and ALROSA-Nyurba. The
mining production plan was exceeded by 1.0%, the diamond recovery reached USD 858.2 million worth of rough
diamonds and the total volume of broken rock handled
amounted to 8,596,900 m3.
As previously decided, Zarnitsa open-pit mining and
overburden stripping was substantially intensified during
the reporting period. The division specialists proceeded
with sealing of Sytykan Hydropower Station dam (soil cementation and setting of geomembrane), which helped to
prevent further water seepage.
The mine trucks hauled a total of 29,004.7 tons of rock
and the total transport turnover reached 212,675.5 thousand ton-km.

Aikhal Mining Division
The Aikhal Mining Division conduct mining operations
at three primary kimberlite deposits – Komsomolskaya
and Jubilee (open-pit mining) and Aikhal pipe (underground mining). Mined rocks are transported to two treatment plants: No. 8 and No. 14. The Aikhal Mining Division
account for 16.7 % of company’s production and 48.2 %
of the total volume of company’s mining operations. The
Aikhal Mining Division achieved planned production for
2008 and exceeded it by 1.1%: USD 394.1 million worth of
diamonds; broken rock volume - 22,616.2 thousand m3.
In the reporting period the Aikhal Division installed
and commissioned 9 XRF spectrometers and rebuilt dust
removal system used for dust control on rotary crusher
and from re-handling areas of the belt conveyors. The
plant specialists commissioned and put into operation the
pneumatic separation unit and obtained first pieces of the
final concentrated product.
In 2008 ALROSA crews backfilled bund wall and stream
diversion wall of tailings dam of the first stage of Treatment
Plant No. 8, and, therefore, extended their useful life.
The mine trucks hauled a total of 66,057.4 thousand tons of rock; the total transport turnover reached
315,725.4 thousand ton-km.
Mirny Mining Division
The Company’s oldest mining and treatment division – Mirny Mining Division – mines at the International
underground mine, carries out overburden stripping
in the International open-pit mine, works at the alluvial
mines of Irelyakh Placer and Vodorazdelnye Galechniki,
and the tailings stockpiles of Treatment Plant No. 5, runs
dredges at the Gornoye deposit and the terrace alluvial occurrences of Irelyakh. The Division accounts for
24.2% of the Company’s diamond production and 13.7
% of the total volume of company’s mining operation.
The Division produced diamonds for USD 570.7 million
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Diamond Recovery
USD mln
2006

2007

report

report

plan

report

% of
plan

% of
2007

% of
2006

Udachny Mining Division

792,8

810,9

849,7

858,2

101,0

105,8

108,2

Aikhal Mining Division

360,4

379,1

389,9

394,1

101,1

104,0

109,4

Mirny Mining Division

592,3

555,5

556,5

570,7

102,6

102,7

96,4

49,7

52,5

Total ALROSA Co. Ltd.

1 795,2

1 798,1

1 796,2

1 823,1

101,5

101,4

101,6

ALROSA-NYURBA OJSC

537

572,3

535,4

538,5

100,6

94,1

100,3

2 332,2

2 370,3

2 331,6

2 361,6

101,3

99,6

101,3

Mining Division

Anabar Mining Division

Aggregate ALROSA Co Ltd.
and ALROSA-NYURBA OJSC

2008
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MARKETING POLICY. ROUGH DIAMOND SALES.
PRODUCTION AND SALES
OF POLISHED DIAMONDS

and, therefore, exceeded (2.6%) the 2008 diamond production plan.
In the reporting period new screening unit KSA-150 for
diamond-bearing sands was fitted up at Irelyakhskaya Rossip. After comprehensive testing the unit operated at 100% of
the planned production rate. Technical specialists suggested
a number of measures to enhance its performance.
The second stage of Novinka mine drainage was
brought into use.
The mine trucks hauled a total of 12,781.9 thousand
tons of rock; the total transport turnover reached 66,312.5
thousand ton-km.

In the first nine months of 2008 buoyant demand for
rough diamonds translated into increased prices.
Fourth-quarter sales slowed as a result of the economic crisis and the consequent liquidity squeeze in the key
global cutting and trading centers. The lack of funds experienced by banks decreased flow of lending on one side
and increased interest rates – on the other, which resulted
in lack of loan vital both for current operations and finished
product stock. As main part of producers’ and traders’ equity represented by the product stock it is reasonable that
they’re looking forward to raise funds and have to dump
their stock, which leads to drop of prices.
Economic crisis has have impact on consumer spending, foremost in diamond jewelry, which affects every link
of production chain: Polishers, cutters and mining companies. Christmas expectations failed in 2008, as demand
did not start recovering. December 2008 had the lowest
consumer spending records in last 40 years. The demand
for luxury goods, especially jewelry showed most considerable drop in November – December 2008.
International experts says that in the last quarter of
2008 diamond prices fell 30-50% in comparison to August
2008. All the notable sales were accomplished at very low
prices which reflected either lack of liquidity experienced
by traders or pessimistic expectations of further deterioration of the prices.
Market of polished diamonds experienced similar price
drop in 2008. During the first eight month the market was
growing and then started to decline. The overall price drop
was estimated to reach 10 % in comparison with August
2008.

Nyurba Mining Division
Nyurba, ALROSA’s most recently established mining
division, operates in the Nakyn diamond field producing
diamonds from the primary deposits and alluvial gravels
of the Nyurba pipe. Two Treatment Plants are used for
diamond recovery: No. 15, operating on a seasonal basis, and No. 16 famous for its world’s best technology and
high level of production automation. In 2008 the Nyurba
Mining Division accounted for 22.8 % of mining operations
of ALROSA in terms of value and 19.7 % of the overall ALROSA mining operations.
In 2008 the Nyurba Mining Division produced 22.8% of
diamonds in terms of value and 19.7% of the total volume
of mining work carried out by ALROSA. The main production plan was fulfilled to 100.6%, value of mined diamonds
was USD 538.5 million, 9,256.3 thousand m3 of rocks were
hauled.
In the reporting year the Division completed preparatory stage of the rebuilding project of Nyurbinsky open pit
in accordance with the approved project and mining development program.
The support transport hauled a total of 24,702.7 thousand tons of rock; the total transport turnover reached
76,628.5 thousand ton-km.

Sales of Diamonds
USD mln
Sold, USD mln.
2006

2007

report

report

Total ALROSA Co. Ltd. and 2864,5
ALROSA-NYURBA OJSC
including Export
Domestic market

Sales Effectiveness, %

2008
plan

2792,6 2762,8

% of
plan

% of
2007

% of
2006

report

2005 price list
2006

2007

2008

2774,5

100,4

99,4

96,9

13,9

20,2

28,3

1602,0

1776,5

1475,8

1460,5

99,0

82,2

91,2

17,2

22,4

33,6

1262,5

1016,1

1287,0

1314,0

102,1

129,3

104,1

10,0

16,7

23,3

2178,8

100,2

102,3

97,9

14,9

20,4

27,9

including
ALROSA Co. Ltd.

2225,8

2129,5 2173,5

1351,0

1426,3

1117,5

1111,0

99,4

77,9

82,2

19,6

23,1

35,1

Domestic market

874,8

703,1

1056,0

1067,8

101,1

151,9

122,1

8,2

15,2

21,2

ALROSA-Nyurba OJSC

638,7

663,1

589,3

595,7

101,1

89,8

93,3

12,0

19,6

31,2

251,0

350,2

358,3

349,5

97,5

99,8

139,2

8,3

20,5

29,6

387,7

312,9

231,0

246,2

106,6

78,7

63,5

14,5

18,6

33,6

including Export

ncluding Export
Domestic market
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In the fourth quarter of 2008 the demand for rough
diamonds was very weak, sales were slow, dealers and
cutters increased their stocks, the activity of cutting
centers (primarily in India) was almost paralyzed.
During autumn 2008, ALROSA sales slowed down
substantially. In 2008 the sales of rough diamonds
dropped by 0.6% as compared to 2007.
In 200 domestic sales increased by 51.9 % in terms
of value and, therefore, the proportion of domestic and
external market sales shifted to 44.1% of domestic
market. At the same time in the last quarter of 2008
the number of domestic market customers decreased
by 32 % in comparison with the 3d quarter.
In 2008 we saw five corrections of domestic prices.
In the reporting year prices boosted by 13.4% in comparison with 2007.
Financial crisis reduced the number of foreign
companies that purchased rough diamonds form ALROSA Co. Ltd. in 2008 by as much as 11% as compared to the previous year. In the same period external market sales slowed down by 22.1%. Company’s
open market sales amounted to USD 872 million (a
decrease by 8.2% in comparison with 2007). Sales to
foreign cutters and polishers decreased by 9.5 %. At
the same time the 4th quarter was the slowest period of
the year – the sales amounted to only USD 10.7 million
(96 % drop in comparison with the 3rd quarter. The fact
that in the 4th quarter De Beers ceased its purchases
also affected company’s sales.

Low annual figures (15% decrease in comparison with 2007) amounted to poor trading through
ALMAZYUVELIREXPORT State Unitary Enterprise –
Foreign Economy Association (SUE FEA): sales decrease in the 4th quarter reached 52% as compared to
the 3d quarter. In December 0 lots were sold through
ALMAZYUVELIREXPORT SUE FEA.
In September 2008 the decline of auction sales was
also reported. The contract value of the sales at the international auctions dropped to 78 % as compared to
the 3 quarter.
Nevertheless, ALROSA Co. Ltd. and ALROSA-Nyurba JSC exceeded sales plan by 0.4 % (by 2.1 % – on
the domestic market). Export sales did not reach the
planned values ( –1.0 %).
In 2008 company’s sales of polished diamonds
slightly exceeded the planned level (USD 157.2 million) and reached USD 157.6 million. Sales effectiveness ratio amounted to 1.14 versus planned 1.09. In
comparison with 2007 level ALROSA’s sales increased
by 0.9 %.
As prices and sales fell in the end of 2009, the effectiveness of sales in October-December was only
1.04 and monthly volume amounted only to USD
4.3 million against USD 14.9 million within first nine
month.
In the reporting year sales substantially slowed
down on the American market and rose on Israel and
Asian markets.

Sales of Polished Diamonds
USD mln
Indicator
Sales of polished diamonds

2006

2007

2008

report

report

plan

report

141,1

156,2

157,2

157,6

%
of plan
100,3

n%
comp.
comp.to %
to
2006
2007
100,9

111,7
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Geological Prospecting and Exploration
Further development of ALROSA and the entire Russian diamond sector is based on Company’s geological
divisions, the largest exploration complex in Russia, comprising one prospecting and 4 exploration teams along
with the ALROSA research center CNIGRI.
In 2008 the geological prospecting and exploration
was conducted on 60 locations in seven diamondiferous
areas of West Yakutia and four areas of the Russian NorthWest. Completed exploration primarily targeted at the
diamond sector, however, to some extent it contributed to
the following focus areas: regional surveying and logging,
monitoring and protection of geologic environment, prospecting and exploration of common mineral deposits.
Another aspect of exploration is geological support to
Mirny, Nyurba, Aikhal, Udachny and Lomonosov Mining
Divisions.
In 2008, there were two available funding sources for
geological prospecting and exploration: ALROSA’s own
funds (RUB 2,956.2 million) and funds of “ALROSA-Nyurba” OJSC (RUB 274.2 million); financing of capital investment projects amounted to RUB 300.1 million.
Planned major exploration operations were successfully completed except for core drilling with 1.7% slippage
resulted from delay in acquisition of license for surveying
within Muogdansky area.
In the Sredne-Markhinsky diamondiferous area
exploration crew drilled directional well in Mayskoye

Minisampling at exploration site

body and uncovered kimberlite deposits at 475.2 545.7 m. Company’s specialists completed office study
of surveys conducted in Vostochno-Nakynsky and Tenkelyahsky sites and compiled corresponding geological reports. Once work program and estimates were
approved, exploration commenced in Hampinsky site.
The following operations were completed within Tenkelyakhsky site: several areas of potential kimberlite presence were picked with subsequent evaluation of prognostic resources P3.
Company’s specialists analyzed detailed descriptions
of 29 aeromagnetic anomalies within Vostochny in the
Muno-Tyungsky diamondiferous area. Based on the
result of the analysis 14 anomalies were acknowledged
as potentially prospective and recommended for further
drilling operations. 30 primary aeromagnetic anomalies
were selected within Andaysky site and recommended for
surface surveying.
Exploration crew collected whole rock (385 m3) upstream of Ulahan-Yeleng creek, running across the MaloBotoubinsky diamondiferous area. One fourth of the
collected material was processed, 11 diamond crystals
were discovered the processed material. Company’s geologist completed final report on Tsentralny-2 site. Exploration of Aerosyemochny site commenced. The objective
of the exploration program is to discover anomalies potentially containing kimberlite bodies and to map associated structures using high-precision aeromagnetic measurements.
Prospect evaluation survey was completed in KonekYug-zona sector of the Daldyno-Alakitsky diamondiferous area. The results of the core samples recovery
indicated low content of diamonds in the kimberlite pipe.
Additional appraisal of Zarya pipe and core samples recovery showed diamond presence in the amounts close to
economic cut-off. Company’s specialist processed the 1st
whole rock (150.1 tons) collected from Krasnopresnenskaya kimberlite pipe. Collected diamonds were sent to the
Diamond Sorting Centre for lab tests and valuation. The
report containing estimation of reserves, based on the
results of deep-hole prospecting (up to + 200 m level) of
“Komsomolskaya” pipe was discussed and approved in
Yakutsk branch of the State Reserves Committee. Exploration crews completed surveys and prepared reports on
Podtrappovy and Ozerny sites. Exploration activities conducted in 2008 gave increment P3 reserves within AlakitMarhinsky site.
Geological survey conducted in the Morkokinsky
diamondiferous area showed that, according to structural, tectonic and mineralogical features, some sectors
of Seikta zone in Sredne-Morkokinsky are possibly containing kimberlite bodies. Obtained results were found
satisfactory to proceed with the exploration program and
subsequent mid-scale exploration.
AMS-10 helped ALROSA geologist to locate 34 new
aeromagnetic anomalies in Prilensky diamondiferous
area; 29 of them are already planned for surface magnetometry.
Company’s specialist proceeded with aerogeophysical survey and surface magnetometer survey in the Anabar diamondiferous area and continued desk study of
the materials obtained at Tsentralno-Anabar site. Final
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geological report on collection of evidences confirming the status of magnetic anomalies was prepared for
Verkhne-Kuonamsky-2 site.
The Zimneberezhny diamondiferous area. The
status of 41 local anomalies discovered within the Kepin zone was confirmed. Exploration hole was drilled
to confirm the status of 3 local magnetic anomalies
in the Verkhnekepin zone. ALROSA geologist located
prospective halos of indicator minerals discovered in
different sectors of the Lomonosov field.
Company’s specialists entered new data into the
register of prospective magnetic anomalies occurred
in Tovsky-2 site, revised boundaries of prospective
sectors and structures, favorable to locate kimberlite
bodies, selected primary geophysical anomaly of potential interest, occurred in the local sectors.
The Onega diamondiferous area. Final report on
the Regional site was prepared based on the analysis
of drill logs. Exploration hole was drilled to confirm the
status of magnetic anomalies in Laisky site, two anomalies showed changes in kimberlite-hosting basement
and, therefore, requires additional appraisal.
The grains of the following indicator minerals were
found in the heavy concentrate washed in 2007 at the
Letnezoloticky site: chromediopsides, picroilmenites,
pyropes and chrome spinels.
Geographical zoning by areas of interest and complexity of exploration was completed for the Obokshinskiy site.
The Karelian diamondiferous area. The company obtained requested permit from the Federal Agency
on Subsoil Usage on exploration of Severo-Zapadny I,
Severo-Zapadny II, Severo-Zapadny III areas (the Republic of Karelia, RF). In the reporting year company’s
specialists conducted desk study of the field data,
performed laboratory test and filed works within the
boundaries of the selected sectors.
The Treskoberezhny diamondiferous area. The
following activities were performed: collection and

Field works at Amakinskaya Exploration Expedition sites

processing of data on the Ondomozersky site, conversion of topographic sheets and geologic maps into
digital images, processing of data and implementation
of geological data bank, selection of the areas for the
further exploration. Exploration team completed field
works and prepared the report.
Using the results of remote appraisal of the potential of the Ondomozero and Ust-Ponoy zones, ALROSA
geologists prepared integral maps for the Ust-Point
site, and selected the prospective areas for further exploration. Exploration crew completed field works and
prepared the report.
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Capital construction
In 2008 the actual capital investments amounted to
RUB 17,008.1 million, including investments in the construction of mining facilities, vital to maintain and replenish
company’s resources (RUB 8,974.3 million).
• Mir Underground Mine – RUB 3,130.9 million. Several surface facilities were completed and commissioned
in 2008. The volume of mining works performed for major
opening of the horizons amounted to 90.3 thousand m3. At
the same time the company accomplished the intermediate task – uncovered mineral body and built up slope mine
with diagonally sloping access shaft.
• Internatsionalniy Underground Mine – RUB
980.0 million. Reported mining activities were focused on
the uncovering of those horizons that were present below – 690 m). All the previously set mining and construction tasks were fully accomplished (27.4 thousand m3 of
broken rock).
• Aikhal Underground Mine – RUB 2,692.3 million.
The first stage of start-up facilities with production rate
200 thousand tons a year was put into production in the
reporting year. Another accomplished task – construction
of the vertical cage shaft, which helped the company to
keep to the mining schedule. Yearly penetration amounted
to 901 linear meters, which equals to 16.2 thousand m3 of
overburden.
• Udachny Underground Mine – RUB 1,874.3 million. The following activities were conducted in the mine:
air shaft construction, reconstruction of the main shaft,
equipping of the shaft (in progress). Mining teams proceeded with skip shaft sinking. Access ramp was run to
the horizon top at 380 m.
An amount of RUB 4,188.7 million was spent on other
industrial and non-industrial construction projects.
• The capital expenditure on construction of the facilities, pursuant to the provisions of Construction and Modernization Program for Treatment Plant (Mirny, Aikhal,
Udachny, Lensk) amounted to RUB 773.6 million. Mod-

Mir Underground Mine construction site

ernization of the second stage of the biological treatment
unit was completed in Mirny. Off-site utilities of the sewage treatment system were brought into use in Aikhal.
• The amount of RUB 570.1 million was spent on construction and modernization of existing industrial facilities,
used to support the operations of those divisions involved
in the main company’s activities.
• The amount of RUB 1,502.4 million was spent on social facilities and non-industrial construction projects, including purchase of housing. In 2008, the following housing facilities were commissioned: a 40-apartment house
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in the city of Mirny, and a 40-apartment house in the
city of Orel. The total area of commissioned newly built
homes reached 4412.9 m2. Yakutsk movie house was
rebuilt into the Theater and Concert Centre. Reconstruction of medical treatment center was completed
at the Gornyak resort, as well as the extension of the
dining facility at the Prometey resort.
The total capital expenditures on re-equipping, including equipment beyond cost estimates, amounted
to RUB 3,618.8 million. This sum includes RUB 2,911.5
million spent on new equipment supplied to the company’s divisions, and RUB 707.3 million spent on new
equipment not listed in construction cost estimates.
Out of the total capital expenditures, the funds spent
on construction and installation work amounted
to RUB 7,643.0 million, including construction works
accomplished by company’s Capital Projects Department (RUB 6,970.9 million).
In 2008 new non current assets for a value of
11,649.1 million were commissioned.

Gornyak (Miner) Health Centre

Basic Capital Construction Indicators
Million of Rubles, incl. VAT
Description
Total capital expenditures

2006

2007

2008

report

report

plan

report

%
of plan

% of
2007

% of
2006

13 087,1

17 440,5

16 992,9

17 008,1

100,1

97,5

130,0

Equipment beyond cost estimates
- Total

2 843,5

3 569,7

3 660,9

3 618,8

98,8

101,4

127,3

Technical modernization

2 354,4

3 003,9

3 022,7

2 911,5

96,3

96,9

123,7

489,1

565,8

638,2

707,3

110,8

125,0

By 1.4
times

10 243,6

13 870,8

13 332,0

13 389,3

100,4

96,5

130,7

Construction and installation - total

6 476,2

8 645,0

7 603,7

7 643,7

100,5

88,4

118,0

including:
General contracts of ALROSA’s Capital
project department

5 852,9

7 905,9

6 887,5

6 970,9

101,2

88,2

119,1

Other general contracts

279,8

299,3

549,0

560,1

102,0

187,1

By 2
times

VAT for construction and installation
works
Equipment included in the project
designs

343,5

439,8

167,2

112,7

67,4

25,6

32,8

1 303,3

2 813,4

2 338,9

2 442,9

104,4

86,8

448,4

611,6

807,9

784,1

97,1

128,2

By 1.8
times
By 1.7
times

2 015,7

1 800,8

2 581,5

2 518,6

97,6

139,9

124,9

-121,8

276,2

441,6

781,3

176,9

By 2.8
times

-

-20,9

117,4

-231,9

-115,1

-

-

By 1.4
times

Equipment beyond construction cost
estimates
Construction
Cost breakdown

R&D
Company’s enterprises, other expenses,
direct contracts, acquisition of homes
for employees
Changes in the inventories of
equipment (storage, en route,
advanced payments) during the
reporting period
including
Equipment beyond cost estimates - Total
Construction (purchase of equipment
included in the projects)

-100,9

158,8

673,5

896,4

133,1

By 5.6
times.

TOTAL CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

12 965,3

17 716,7

17 434,5

17 789,4

102,0

100,4
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Transport, procurement and logistics
Existing conditions, i.e. large distances between company structural divisions and main transport routes, live
no other alternatives but to use river transport during the
shipping season for delivery of the required materials and
technical resources for the Company’s operations. This
scheme requires a well-adjusted procurement and logistics mechanism.
Transport, procurement and logistics issues are successfully handled by the Company’s transport and logistics complex, comprising a special truck depot, an aviation division with the Company’s own fleet of passenger
and cargo planes and helicopters, a river port and storage
facilities with terminals both in and outside of the Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia).
A total of RUB 19,744.4 million was spent in 2007
for purchase of materials and technical resources. This
amount exceeded the 2007 level by 16.4%. In physical
terms the volume of the freights carried amounted to 473
thousand tons.
The costs related to the maintenance of storage facilities and transportation from the incoming terminals in the
towns of Lensk, Mirny and Udachny to on-site warehouses
of Company’s divisions amounted to RUB 2,839.6 million.
The transit transportation in all directions was 483.1
thousand tons of cargos, including 466.0 thousand tons
in main direction and 17.1 thousand tons as an additional
cargo.
The air transportation was 21,440 tons of cargo, including 14,718 tons for branches of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

tecHnical denelopment
In order to accomplish Company’s objectives and production plans, maintain and improve the Company’s facilities, advance applied technologies and raise overall efficiency of the operations, in 2008 the company replaced
a considerable amount of outdated worn-down machinery
and equipment.
The capital expenditure on technical modernization of
ALROSA’s operations amounted to RUB 2,911.5 million.
Primary areas of modernization are: mining and concentrating departments – (RUB 1,466.0 million or 50.4%),
transport departments (RUB 656.0 million or 22.5%), and
geologic departments (RUB 361.2 million or 12.4%).
The following major equipment was purchased for
company’s divisions: One heading machine AM-105, two
loaders, 10 tramcars, one winder control system, one
modular concentrating unit, X-ray luminescent separators (46 units), magnetic separators (6 units), 8 screening
machines GIST, 1 vacuum dust removal system, 19 BELAZ
trucks, 2 Volvo dump trucks, one drilling rig Tamrock, one
frontal loader Dressta, one frontal loader K-702, one bulldozer D-9R, 2 bulldozers T3501, 8 bulldozers B10, 2 bulldozers Chetra, one mine excavator EKG-10, one motor
grader DZ-298, 2 tractors K-703M, 6 tractors TLT-100A06, 3 swamp buggies, 3 GAZ-based tractor crawlers, one
crawler transporter MT-LBU, 4 crane trucks KATO, one
crawler crane DEK-631, one crane truck KS-5576, one
crane truck KS-45717, one bridge crane Aist, one floating crane SK-2028, 4 buses IKARUS, 4 crew buses URAL,
seven buses PAZ, one passenger low-floor MAZ-based
bus, five tractive units VOLVO, nine fuel trucks, seventeen mobile shacks Ermak, one mobile concentrating unit
POU, drilling rigs PBU-650, one drilling rig ZIF-1200, one
drilling rig NKR-100, two rigs ZIF-680, two helicopters Mi171, eleven plane engines and other vehicles.
In 2008, ALROSA continued modernization of applied
technologies and conducted R&D, scientific, engineering and technical studies and activities for a total of RUB
719.6 million.
The economic efficiency of 29 newly developed cutting-edge methods and technologies is expected to be
about RUB 651.0 million.
The volume of engineering and exploration amounted
to RUB 900.1 million, including RUB 384.3 million worth
surveys carried out by the Yakutniproalmaz Institute.
587 company’s employees, including 24 inventors
contributed to technological development of the company, 512 proposals were acknowledged as innovative.

Supplies and equipment delivery by river

Economic benefit of 480 implemented new technical
proposals and solutions amounted to RUB 218.3 million.
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Mining at Morgogor

Diversification.

– transport services;

subsidiaries and affiliated companies

In 2008 revenues from sales of products, execu-

ALROSA’s subsidiaries and affiliated companies
operate in the following main fields:
– diamond recovery from primary kimberlite and alluvial deposits, diamond cutting and polishing;
– trading of rough and polished diamonds on external markets;
– civil works, construction of industrial facilities,
electricity generating plants, etc.;
– production and transportation of natural gas and
oil;
– procurement, trading, recreational and hotel services;

– credits and finances.
tion of work and provision of services by the subsidiaries and affiliated companies of the ALROSA Group
amounted to RUB 41,638.0 and exceeded 2007 level
by 2.9 %. The net profit reached RUB 4,343.4 million.
The long-term financial investments of the Company in the form of increased participation stakes in the
authorized capitals of the subsidiaries and affiliated
companies and additional contributions to authorized
capitals amounted to RUB 600.2 million.
The dividends distributed to ALROSA from its affiliated companies in 2008 amounted to RUB 2,528.8
million and the actual amount obtained was RUB 946.9
million.

Basic Performance Values
of ALROSA’s Subsidiaries and Affiliated Companies
RUB million
2006
report

2007
report

2008
report

% of
2007

% of
2006

Revenues from sales of products (work, services)

45430,3

40239,5

41638,0

103,5

91,7

Net profit (loss) for the reporting period

10281,5

6222,2

4343,4

69,8

42,2

Dividends payable to ALROSA Co. Ltd.

738,3

2873,5

2528,8

88,0

By 3,4
times

Pension contributions to meet the pension obligations
of ALROSA Co. Ltd.

899,0

983,0

888,3

90,4

98,8

Description
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HR Policy.
Personnel management

Social development
The Company’s social strategy is to implement social

Historically, HR policy has always been one of ALROSA’s

corporate programs for the benefit of the employees and

strongest points. The target of this policy is efficient and ratio-

resolve any issues related to provision of favorable work-

nal use of human resources. As of the end of 2008, the Com-

ing conditions, recreation opportunities for employees

pany’s roster included 34,966 people – 486 employees less

and their families, medical care in the best hospitals and

than in the previous year. During the reporting year the com-

medial centers of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and the

pany recruited 250 graduates, including 223 university gradu-

Russian Federation, organization of cultural and sports

ates and 27 graduates from vocational and technical schools.

events, housing and community amenities, adequate liv-

In 2008, 3,200 managers, specialists and supervisors
received different types of training, of those 2,929 – at the
Personnel Training Center.
Training program included more than 100 professions.
5,435 workers received training and improved their professional skills and merits.

ing conditions for the Company’s retirees.
Pursuant to New Homes program in 2088 the following
houses were commissioned: a 40-apartment house in the
city of Mirny, and a 40-apartment house in the city of Orel. An
amount of RUB 232.3 million was spent on new homes.
VESTA LLC completed construction of a 72 apartment-

The company suggested rotational scheme to those

block in the city of Mirny based on a shared participation

skilled workers and involved local manpower who were re-

funding by ALROSA employees. The Company invested

cruited for on-going construction projects. As of 31.12.2008,

10 % cost of 1 m3 and compensated home-buyers for in-

625 residents of the local districts – Anabar, Vilyuisk, Verkh-

terest expenses.

nevilyuisk, Nyurba, Olenyok, Suntar Uluses – work for the
Company under indefinite term employment agreements.

In 2008, the “Company’s Regulation on Loans to Individuals – Company employees for housing mortgage pay-

Laying the foundation for the future. With young cadets at the Chernyshevsky Cadet Boarding School named after Gen. Gennady Troshev
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The Company supports community centres, clubs
and sports facilities with 393 permanent sports groups
providing services to over 13,000 persons.
The main cultural and sports events in 2008 were:
IV International games “Children of Asia”, opening of
the Cultural center in Yakutsk, International Free-Style
Wrestling Tournament, and cruise “Saint-PetersburgValaam-Svirstroy-Kizhi-Goritsy-Moscow” on the Lenin
motor vessel organized for ALROSA veterans.
In 2008 the Company provided sponsor aid and
support to individuals, miscellaneous public and municipal organizations, state agencies and communities
for a total of RUB 640.7 million.

foreign relations
In 2008, company’s efforts in the external activity
were directed toward creating a favorable conditions
required to attain the production goals and sales plan
set by the Company. In this context the following issues appeared to be the Company’s primary tasks:
development of relations with the major customers,
foundation of new foreign-based trading venues, forWinners of “Children of Asia” International
Sports Games (calisthenics)

mation of relations with new potential customers.
In order to develop the Company’s external rela-

ments provided by the Commercial Bank MAK-Bank

tions and strengthen its positions as a leader in the

was still effective and applied to homes in Udachny,

world’s diamond industry the President of ALROSA Co.

Aikhal, Lensk. In 2008, 85 families of the company

Ltd. invited chief executives of several major diamond

employees took advantage of corporate support and

companies to attend a meeting in Saint Petersburg in

moved into their new homes in Mirny.

June 2008 and discuss acute issues of diamond in-

In 2008 medical expenses amounted to RUB 189.0

dustry and among them – measures of diamond mar-

million, including RUB 178.0 million worth medical ser-

ket recovery. Further to achieved agreements, in the

vices provided via SK ALROSA and Sakhamedstrakh

end of 2008 diamond majors decided to join efforts

insurance companies.

on recovery of pieces and demand for diamonds and,

The Company’s employees had a choice on
weather they would refer to the local medical in-

therefore, launched new ambitious marketing program.

stitutions or medical centers in the other regions

As for company’s own sale strategy, in 2008

– 2223 persons underwent examination and treat-

ALROSA Co. Ltd. took few steps to amend organiza-

ment during the year. The time-loss sickness level

tional chart of overseas trading network and acceler-

was reduced by 2.0%.

ate its sales in Antwerp, Hong Kong, Dubai, London,

In accordance with the healthcare program the

New York and Tel Aviv.

Company allocated RUB 491.2 million including RUB

The company adheres to its diamond auction strat-

273.9 million for resort and recreational tours for chil-

egy which proved to be efficient. Diamond auctions

dren.

are usually held at the jewelry expositions and exhibi-

696 children traveled to outbound camps, 3167
children visited local camps.

tions. In 2008 ALROSA arranged the second auction of
rough and polished diamonds at Hong Kong Jewelry

In 2008 the Company spent RUB 207.7 million for

Show and sold 5-10 carat rough diamonds for a total

the events organized within the framework of the Com-

of USD 2.37 million and polished diamonds of fancy

pany’s Culture and Sports Program.

colors and shapes for a total USD 1.8 million.
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ALROSA booth at international trade fair (India, Delhi)

The company extended its partnership with the Re-

The Company’s management attended all the major

public of Armenia, which was recognized successful by

public events held by international diamond community –

Russian government.

the World Diamond Congress in Shanghai, China and the

One of the top priority areas continues to be expansion

International conference on rough diamonds in Tel Aviv,

of the Company’s mineral resources. In this connection,

Israel. In 2008, the company was among the exhibitors of

ALROSA continues to develop its cooperation with African

The Russian National Exposition 2008 in Delhi.

countries. ALROSA Co. Ltd. continues to run its joint proj-

ALROSA Co. Ltd. was actively engaged in the Kimber-

ects in Angola – Catoca and LUO-Camatchia-CamagiCo.

ley Process (KP), and stayed in close contact with gov-

mining companies. In 2008 in Angola ALROSA Co. Ltd.

ernments, NGOs and businessmen involved into interna-

completed and commissioned Chicapa-1 hydropower

tional diamond business to prevent “conflict” diamonds

plant. The HPP was planned with two objectives in mind:

from legal trade. In its routine operations ALROSA Co. Ltd.

the power supply of Catoca facilities and its better operat-

adheres to the KP Certification Scheme and undertakes

ing efficiency, and the supply of the city of Saurimo, which

measures to boost customers’ confidence in the compa-

open up new horizons for the further development of this

ny’s products.

province.

To promote its economic interests on the external

Partnership with some other African countries, pri-

market the Company organized a trip to Yakutia for RF am-

marily the Democratic Republic of Congo is still in the

bassadors assigned to the countries of particular impor-

company’s agenda. The top level two-way meeting held

tance to ALROSA Co. Ltd. international operations: the RF

in 2008 brought the decision on additional exploration and

ambassadors to Angola, Botswana, DCR, Namibia, South

prospective works that would be performed by ALROSA

Africa, Japan and the officials from the Central office of

Co. Ltd.

the RF Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

In March 2008, the President of ALROSA during his
working visit to the Republic of Namibia met with Presi-

regional policy

dent of Namibia H. Pokhamba, Prime Minister N. Angula
and Minister of Foreign Affairs M. Hausiku and discussed

The regional policy of ALROSA aims to contribute to

different aspects of mutual cooperation in the area of dia-

social and economic development of Sakha (Yakutia) dis-

mond production, power production and construction.

tricts (Alaihov, Anabar, Bulun, Viluysk, Verhneviluysk, Zhi-
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gansk, Kobyai, Mirny, Olenek, Suntar, Nyurba uluses).
In 2008, the Company allocated for its regional development program RUB 108.4 million and spent them
on the following areas of focus:
• recreation program for children; ALROSA sum-

In 2008, the Company’s expenditures on environmental protection purposes reached RUB 3,208.0 million:
• current environmental protection expenses –
RUB 1,807.7 million, including:
– water conservancy - RUB 1,151.9 million;

mer camps visited 245 children, the residents of dia-

– air pollution prevention - RUB 264.0 million;

mond province;

Wastes management - RUB 261.6 million;

• construction and repair of agricultural facilities,
purchase of construction materials;
• transportation of agricultural products from the
remote areas;
• purchase of machinery and equipment, fuel and
lubricants;
• technical support to farmers and agricultural
producers;
• financial and material assistance to socially vulnerable groups.
• professional training and education.

Environmental safety

– land recultivation - RUB 130.2 million.
• payments for excessive air and water emissions
- RUB 98.0 million
• major repairs of environmental protection tools
and equipment - RUB 50.2 million;
• Scientific research - RUB 31.5 million;
• Planning and project development - RUB 74.3
million;
• Capital expenditure on construction of environmental facilities - RUB 1,146.3 million. The Company
completed modernization of sewage treatment plants
in Mirny, Udachny and Aikhal, sewage treatment plant
near industrial facilities at Jubilee pipe, completed construction of rainwater treatment plant at Aikhal mine and

In 2008, the ALROSA proceeded with improve-

water intake facility in Lensk. The Company built biolog-

ments of environmental management to comply with

ical treatment Plant in Lensk, re-injection unit at Interna-

the up-to-date requirements of the federal and region-

tional mine and waste polygon for disposal of mineral-

al legislation and the legal and regulatory framework.

ized waters recovered from Mir underground mine.
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accounting policy
Accounting in ALROSA Co. Ltd. (hereinafter referred
to as “the Company”) is performed in conformity with the
Federal Law on Accounting and provisions of the Regulation on Accounting in the Russian Federation approved by
the Ministry of Finance of Russian Federation.
Accounting for 2008 was accomplished by reporting of
cost items as required by the relevant accounting rules and
regulations including effective amendments. The numerical values for the previous year are given for comparison
with the respective figures for the reported year and have
been customized for convenience of comparison with the
reported values.
The explanatory note attached to the annual accounting report provides additional information referring to the
financial and economic performance of the Company.
Non-current Assets
The following formula is used to present non-current
assets acquired by the Company: initial cost less cumulative depreciation charges.
The initial value of Company’s non-current assets is calculated from the actual costs and includes the cost of purchase,
installation and manufacture less the refundable taxes.
Non-current assets comprise assets that were transferred by the cofounders in payment for newly issues
shares, and attributed by independent assessor to noncurrent category.
Depreciation of non-current assets used for mineral
(diamond) recovery and production is quantified on the
per-ton basis, in proportion to production volume calculated for each mineral deposit.
Non-current assets not utilized directly in mineral production are considered to depreciate linearly through the
entire period of their useful life.
The cost of reconstruction, expansion and modernization of non-current assets is capitalized. The cost of maintenance and current repairs, as well as minor renovation is
reported as expenses, as long as they are occurred. Minor
modernizations include expenses that have very little, if
any, impact on technical improvement of a given facility.
Profit and loss associated with non-current assets
retirement are reported in the Company’s profit and loss
statement as they arise.
Intangible Assets
Intangible assets are showed in the balance sheet
considering the actual expenses for their purchase manufacture or service work required bringing them into condition, suitable for the planned use less the accumulated
depreciation.
The only grounds for changing actual (initial) value of
intangible asset, used in accounting records, are re-evaluation and impairment.
The value of intangible asset with established period of
useful life depreciates through entire period of its useful

life, unless otherwise is specified by the current regulations.
Inventories
Industrial inventories used for diamond production,
construction and other types of activities are showed
in the accounting books considering the actual cost
of their purchase or production cost, including the
non-refundable part of the VAT. The value of inventories includes all expenses associated with their actual
(purchase) price, including the cost of delivery to the
Company’s warehouses. The general commercial and
storage expenses of the Supplies and Logistics Department do not increase the value of the industrial inventories, so they are regarded as expenses of a respective
period.
When inventories are transferred form warehouse to
production unit or any other unit they are evaluated on the
basis of the first-in-first-out principle (FIFO).
From 1 January 2008 any assets covered by provisions of Article 4 “Fixed Assets Accounting” of Russian
Accounting Standards (PBU 6/01) (revised by the RF
Ministry of Finance on 12 January 2005, rev. No. 147)
valued (per unit) RUB 20,000 or lower in accounting records shall be shown in inventories and not shown in current assets.
The final product (natural diamonds) and any intermediate product derived from mining activities and recovery
of diamonds are valuated from its actual cost.
Revenue Recognition and Cost of Sales
Revenues from the sales of product (work or services )
are showed in the Company’s accounting records pursuant to the provisions of RF Accounting Standards “Income
of organization” (PBU 9/99) with due consideration to the
following provisions:
– Organization has a right to obtain revenues resulting
form the particular contract or confirmed in any other appropriate way;
– There is confidence in the economic benefits for
such organization;
– The ownership of product has been transferred to a
buyer, or customer accepted completed work (service).
– Sales revenue and expenses can be determined in a
definite way.
Revenues from construction and installation work are
reported as soon as the respective structural elements or
phases of construction have been completed.
In a profit and loss statement the reported sales revenues include sales revenues from sales of products
(goods, work or services) generated by the main types of
the Company’s operations and auxiliary activities of the
Company less VAT, excise and customs duties.
The production cost of natural diamonds or final product (cost of work or services) produced at ancillary or service facilities, is determined from expenditures records,
made in compliance with the Russian Accounting Standards, Expenses of Organization (PBU 10/99).
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The cost of sale of natural diamonds is determined from the actual average production cost of
1 carat and the sale volumes in carats. Production
costs for diamond production are calculated in the
accordance with the “Guidelines for cost accounting and calculation of production cost in diamond
industry”.
The production cost of final product (work or services) produced at ancillary or service facilities is determined from actual costs, generated in compliance
with internal accounting practices accepted in the
company.
Financial Investments
Any asset of the Company may be considered as
financial investment only if the following terms and
conditions are met at the same time:
Availability of duly executed documents confirming
the Company’s ownership of the financial investments
and its right to obtain monetary funds or other assets
arising from such ownership;
Transfer of financial risks associated with financial
investments to the Company (risks of changes in prices, risk of insolvency, etc.);
Benefit (income) potential.
The initial value of financial investments acquired
against payment equals to the amount of actual cost of
their acquisition less the refundable taxes.
For further assessment financial investments shall
be split into to groups: – financial investments of a definable current market value and financial investments
of non-definable current market value.
In 2008, the Company revaluated the market value of the shares of Sakhaneftegaz National Oil & Gas
Company, Open Joint-Stock Company (NOGC OJSC)
and the Sberbank of Russia. Other financial investments were showed in the Company’s accounting records with indication of their initial cost.
In the event any asset registered as financial investments retired, first-in-first-out (FIFO) method shall
be used for its valuation. The shares of non-definable
current market values, (or shares never valuated by independent assessor) retired under purchase and sale
agreements, shall be valuated from the value of net assets of the issuing organization.
In the event of the continuous decline of financial
investments value, the provision for securities shall be
generated.
Provisions
The accounting policy of the Company implies
generation of the following provisions:
– for operating expenses associated with seasonal
nature of operations;
– for operating expenses associated with the current mining operations (included into production cost
in accordance with amortization rate);
– for unfruitful year for subsidiary farms;

– for bad debts;
– for bonuses paid upon the commissioning of
capital construction sites;
– for forthcoming expenses incurred on recultivation.
The provision for bad debts shall be equal to
amount of the buyers’ accounts receivable with the
occurrence date of over two years after the due date
set out in the respective agreement.
Any accounts receivable shall be shown in accounting records as invoiced amount for shipped
goods (work performed or services provided) less the
provision for bad debts.
R & D Expenditures
Expenditures may be attributed in accounting records to R & D only if:
– the value of expenditures can be determined and
confirmed;
– the fact, that work was actually completed is documentary proved;
– the obtained results can be used for operational
and managerial purposes with an objective to obtain
future economic benefits;
– the use of such results can be demonstrated.
If any of the above conditions is not observable, the
R&D expenditures shall be attributed to Other Expenses for a respective reporting period.
R&D expenditures shall be written off applying the
linear method to routine activities expenditures from
the 1st day of the month following the month when the
given work was completed, provided that the above
R&D results were used for production or sale of products (goods, work or services) or for managerial purposes of the company.
The terms for writing off the R&D expenditures
shall be defined considering the expected time for the
use of the R&D results, during which the organization
can obtain economic benefits (revenues) and shall not
exceed five years.
Exploration Expenditures
Exploration expenditures are expenditures arising from geological prospecting (search and evaluation of deposits of commercial minerals, exploration
of new and previously proven fields) on the developed
diamondiferous fields and from exploration and mining
operations on the developed fields.
Once any expenditure arising from development
of a specific subsoil area recognized as unsuccessful,
it shall added to routine activity expenditures first day
of the month following the month, when the Company
notified the territorial department of the Federal Agency for Management of the State Subsurface Fund.
Completed prospecting operations financed with
the company’s funds shall be shown as deferred expenditure and added proportionally to “miscellaneous
expenditures” during 12 months.
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ПРАВО

auditor’s report
on financial statements
Statutory Auditor
Name:
Limited Liability Company “Finansoviye i Bukhgalterskiye Konsultanti”(OOO “FBK”)
Registered Address:
44/1, Ul. Myasnitskaya, Bldg. 2AB, Moscow 101990, Russia
State Registration:
Registered by the Moscow Registration Chamber on November 15, 1993, Registration Certificate: Series YuZ 3
No.484.583 RP. Recorded in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on July 24, 2002 under the main State Registration
No.1027700058286.
License:
Audit License No.E 000001 of April 10, 2002 issued by the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation for a term of
five years. Under RF Ministry of Finance Order No. 287 of April 5, 2007 the audit license was renewed for another five years,
effective from April 10, 2007.
Membership in accredited professional auditor associations:
Non-profit partnership “Institute of Professional Accountants and Auditors of Russia”
Auditee
Name:
ALROSA Company Limited (Closed Joint-stock Company), hereinafter referred to as ALROSA Co. Ltd.
Location:
6, Ul. Lenina, Mirny, 678170, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
State Registration:
Registered by the Mirny District (Ulus) Administration, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) on August 13t, 1992, Certificate
Ser. 14 No.000724010.
Recorded in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on July 17, 2002 under the main State Registration
No.1021400967092.
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REPORT BY THE STATUTORY AUDITOR OOO “FBK”
to the Shareholders of ALROSA Co. Ltd.
on financial statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. for 2008
We have audited the attached financial (accounting) statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. for the period from January 01 to December 31, 2008 inclusive.
The financial (accounting) statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. are comprised of:
– a balance sheet;
– a profit and loss statement;
– annexes to the balance sheet and the profit and loss statement;
– an explanatory note.
The responsibility for the preparation and submission of these financial (accounting) statements is with the Executive Board
of ALROSA Co. Ltd. Our responsibility is to express an opinion with respect to the accuracy of all material aspects of the said
records and the compliance of the accounting procedures applied with the relevant legislation of the Russian Federation based on
our audit.
We conducted the audit in conformity with:
1. the Federal Law “On Audit”;
2. the Federal Rules (Standards) for audit.
The audit was planned and conducted in order to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial (accounting) statements are
free from any material inaccuracies and misstatements. The audit was performed on a sample basis and included examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting amounts and disclosures in the financial (accounting) statements relating to the Auditee’s activities,
as well as assessing the accounting principles and methods used and significant estimates made by the Auditee’s management, as
well as evaluating the overall financial (accounting) statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion on the accuracy of the given financial (accounting) statements and the compliance of the accounting procedures
used with the laws of the Russian Federation.
In our opinion, the financial (accounting) statements of ALROSA Co. Ltd. present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Company at December 31st, 2008, as well as the results of its financial and economic activities for the period from
January 01st through December 31st, 2008, inclusive, in conformity with the RF applicable legislation and the accepted accounting
policy.
March 30th, 2009
President of OOO “FBK”

S.M. Shapiguzov (acting under of the Company’s Statute)

Audit Team Leader

A.P. Surayev
(Qualification Certificate for General Audit
No. K 019200, with unlimited validity)
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Consolidated accounting statement
Balanse Sheet (Form №1)
RUB million
ASSETS

Line Code

At year beginning

At year end

I. NON CURRENT ASSETS
Intangible assets

110

1

3

R & D expenditures

113

37

16

Tangible assets

120

64 387

127 067

Construction in progress

130

28 076

34 206

Profitable investments in material values

135

855

834

Long-term financial investments

140

32 382

45 287

Deferred tax assets

145

483

508

Other non-current assets

150

145

88

Subtotal for section I

190

126 366

208 009

Inventories

210

19 794

25 074

VAT on acquired values

220

1 176

1 134

Long-term accounts receivable

230

2 474

3 649

Short-term accounts receivable

240

8 393

25 428

Short-term financial investments

250

9 884

20 809

Cash

260

12 088

1 405

Other current assets

270

24

108

Subtotal for section II

290

53 833

77 606

BALANCE

300

180 199

285 615

II CURRENT ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Line code

At year beginning

At year end

III EQUITY AND PROVISIONS
Authorized capital

410

2 701

3 682

Added capital

420

12 728

72 709

Reserve capital
Undistributed profit (uncovered loss)

430
470,471

Subtotal for section III

540

540

89 675

88 747

105 644

165 679

IV. LONG-TERM LIABILITIES
Long-term borrowed funds

510

27 758

71 033

Deferred tax obligations

515

2 133

2 683

Other long-term liabilities

520

1 189

876

31 080

74 592

610

28 971

34 054

Accounts payable

620,630

4 720

11 247

Deferred income

640

4

3

Provisions for outstanding payments and expenditures

650

31

38

Other short-term liabilities

660

9 749

1

43 475

45 344

180 199

285 615

Subtotal for section IV
V. SHORT-TERM LIABILITIES
Short-term borrowed funds

Subtotal for section V
BALANCE

700
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Profit and Loss Statement (Form №2)
RUB million
Description

2008

2007

1. Revenues and costs related to routine activities
Net revenue from sales of products and services
exclusive of VAT, excise duties and similar compulsory charges
Production cost of sold products and services
Gross revenue
Business expenses
Administrative expenses
Sales revenue (loss)

73 986

71 894

(39 274)

(35 160)

34 712

36 734

(933)

(2 842)

(10 549)

(10 940)

23 230

22 952

1 750

1 173

(6 413)

(4 181)

2 529

2 874

62 146

79 451

(78 679)

(82 977)

4 563

19 292

2. Other revenues and expenditures
Interests receivable
Interests payable
Income form participation in other companies
Other operational earnings
Other operational expenditures
Before-tax profit (loss)
Deferred tax payments
Deferred tax obligations
Current income tax
Other expenditures at the expense of after-tax income
Net profit (undisturbed profit/uncovered loss for the reporting period)

25

2

(550)

(385)

(2 414)

(4 745)

(49)

(31)

1 574

14 133
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basic performance indicators

Description

units.

2006

2007

2008

report

report

report

% of
2007.

Diamond production

USD mln

1795,2

1798,1

1823,1

101,4

Sales of diamonds

USD mln

2366,9

2285,7

2336,4

102,2

Total volume of material handled

thsd m

45620,8

46112,1

46917,7

101,7

Revenues from sales of diamonds (work, services)

RUB million

75847,3

71894,4

73985,8

102,9

Production cost of products (work, services)

RUB million

61682,8

58576,7

63231,4

107,9

Income before taxes

RUB million

20781,1

19291,5

4562,7

23,7

Taxes

RUB million

22766,0

14344,2

11865,8

82,7

Net profit

RUB million

15558,8

14132,9

1573,5

11,1

Capital investments

RUB million

13087,1

17440,5

17008,1

97,5

Exploration and prospecting

RUB million

2229,0

2496,1

3256,3

130,5

persons

35739

35687

35051

98,2

RUB

31904,8

35921,8

43022,0

119,8

RUB million

2240,0

2240,0

-

-

3

Average number of employees
Average monthly wages
Dividends

Assets Breakdown
As of 01.01.08.
Description
Authorized capital
Added capital
Reserve capital
Undistributed profit of previous
yearsт

RUB
million..

% of
total

RUB
million.

Difference

% of
total

RUB
million.

% of
total

2 700,5

2,6

3 682,5

2,2

982,0

36,4

12 727,8

12,0

72 709,4

43,9

59 981,6

471,3

540,1

0,5

540,1

0,3

0,0

0,0

89 675,5

84,9

88 747,5

53,6

-928,0

-1,0

0,0

1 573,6

0,9

1 573,6

-

100,0

165 679,5

100,0

60 035,6

56,8

Undistributed profit of reporting
year
TOTAL

As of 31.12.08

105 643,9
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Assets Breakdown
As of 01.01.08
Description

As of 31.12.08.

Difference

RUB
million.

% of
total

RUB
million.

% of
total

RUB
million.

%

126 365,6

70,1

208 008,9

72,8

81 643,3

64,6

Main assets

64 386,6

35,7

Long-term financial investments

32 382,5

Construction in progress

Non current assets

44,5

62 680,1

97,3

18,0

127
066,7
45 287,1

15,9

12 904,6

39,9

28 076,4

15,6

34 206,5

12,0

6 130,1

21,8

855,0

0,5

834,1

0,3

-20,9

-2,4

0,9

0,0

2,9

0,0

1,9

205,1

36,6

0,0

15,6

0,0

-21,0

-57,4

Deferred tax payments

482,8

0,3

507,7

0,2

24,9

5,2

Other non current assets

144,7

0,1

88,3

0,0

-56,4

-39,0

Current assets

53 833,3

29,9

77 606,5

27,2

23 773,1

44,2

Inventories, VAT

20 969,5

11,6

26 208,3

9,2

5 238,8

25,0

Accounts receivable

10 867,0

6,0

29 076,6

10,2

18 209,6

167,6

Short-term financial
investments

9 884,1

5,5

20 808,6

7,3

10 924,5

110,5

12 088,2

6,7

1 405,4

0,5

-10 682,8

-88,4

24,5

0,0

107,5

0,0

83,0

339,4

180 199,0

100,0

285 615,4

100,0

105 416,4

58,5

Profitable investments
if material values
Intangible assets
R & D expenditures

Cash
Other current assets
TOTAL BALANCE

Sales Revenues
RUB million
2006

2007

report

report

plan

report

% of
plan

1. TOTAL REVENUES

75847,3

71894,4

73329,6

73985,8

100,9

102,9

1.1. Revenues from sales
of products and services

69835,3

64664,3

65343,6

65927,1

100,9

102,0

– diamonds

64166,7

58261,9

58388,5

59014,0

101,1

101,3

5421,2

6181,4

6763,4

6727,0

99,5

108,8

– other products

163,6

159,1

140,8

135,9

96,5

85,4

– other services

83,8

61,9

50,9

50,2

98,6

81,1

1.2. Revenues from work (services)
related to other activities

6012,0

7230,1

7986,0

8058,7

100,9

111,5

– other activities

4940,6

6066,2

6750,7

6817,9

101,0

112,4

– non-industrial activities

1071,4

1163,9

1235,3

1240,8

100,4

106,6

Description

– ALROSA-Nyurba OJSC services

2008

% of
2007.
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Production and Sales Cost of Products (Work, Services)
RUB million
2006

2007

report

report

plan

report

% of
plan

% of
2007

21967,5

24390,5

25367,7

26431,4

104,2

108,4

– power

4615,1

4799,9

4874,6

5130,3

105,2

106,9

– nonproductive materials, fuel

9757,7

10795,4

11614,2

11607,0

99,9

107,5

– outsourced services

7594,7

8795,2

8878,9

9694,1

109,2

110,2

Depreciation

5179,9

5290,3

7984,1

7765,7

97,3

146,8

13298,9

15068,8

17920,0

17834,1

99,5

118,4

2661,3

2858,2

3132,8

3105,7

99,1

108,7

Other expenditures

1616,6

2267,5

2422,5

2532,9

104,6

111,7

Taxes and payments

16958,6

8701,4

5603,9

5561,6

99,2

63,9

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

61682,8

58576,7

62431,0

63231,4

101,3

107,9

Description
material and operational maintenance:

Wages
Social contributions

2008

Proportion of Taxes and Non-tax Payments in Sales,
Production Cost and Profit
RUB million
2006
report

2007
report

Sales of all products

75 847,3

Production cost of products (work. services)

2007
report

71 894,4

73 329,6

73 985,8

100,9

102,9

55 145,3

48 942,3

52 285,2

50 756,2

97,1

103,7

Sales revenue (loss)

20 702,1

22 952,1

21 044,4

23 229,6

110,4

101,2

Income before taxes

20 781,1

19 291,5

4 439,1

4 489,7

101,1

23,3

Taxes in production cost
(except for variable part of the rent)

16 074,5

8 387,3

7 670,6

7 631,6

99,5

91,0

Share of taxes in production cost, %

29,1

17,1

14,7

15,0

102,0

87,7

Total taxes (except for indirect taxes
and variable part of the rent)

22 766,0

14 344,2

11 758,9

11 865,8

100,9

82,7

30,0

20,0

16,0

16,0

100,0

80,4

Share of all taxes ( (except for indirect taxes
and variable part of the rent), %

%
of plan

% of

2008
plan

Description

2007.
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Business Expenses*
RUB million
2006
report

2007
report

%
of plan

% of
2007.

Material costs:

18,1

16,2

19,1

– power
– fuel
– non-productive materials
– outsourced services

0,1
0,1
3,5
14,4

0,1
0,2
3,3
12,6

0,1
0,2
4,7
14,1

18,9

98,9

116,7

0,1
0,2
4,6
14,0

100,0
100,0
97,9
100,0

100,0
100,0
139,4
111,1

3,4

2,4

4,0

3,2

80,0

133,3

Wages

84,3

96,5

139,3

136,9

98,3

141,9

Unified social tax

17,2

18,7

29,8

27,1

90,9

144,9

Other expenditures

387,4

375,5

392,0

373,2

95,3

99,5

TOTAL

510,4

509,3

584,2

559,3

95,8

109,9

Custom duties

2359,6

2333,0

384,9

373,5

97,0

16,0

TOTAL

2869,0

2842,3

969,1

932,8

92,5

32,8

Description

Depreciation

2008
plan

2008
report

Administrative Expenses*
RUB million
Description
Material costs

2006
report

2007
report

2008
plan

report

%
of plan

% of
2007.

105,9

113,2

128,0

121,5

94,9

107,3

1567,4

1949,8

2433,8

2426,4

99,7

124,4

202,7

221,4

283,3

231,4

81,7

104,5

81,8

89,4

164,0

113,3

69,1

126,7

1437,3

1865,2

2194,8

2059,6

93,8

110,4

282,0

457,2

564,4

532,6

94,4

116,5

Taxes and payments

14506,3

6243,4

5100,7

5064,4

99,3

81,1

TOTAL

18183,4

10939,6

10869,0

10549,2

97,3

96,4

Labor costs
Unified social tax
Depreciation
Outsourced services
Other expenses

* Business and administrative expenses are included into production cost (work, services) category
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For shareholders
Milestones in the History
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for shareholders
ALROSA Co. Ltd. is a closed joint-stock company,
the successor of the enterprises, organizations and divisions included in its structure from the former Yakutalmaz,
Committee for Precious Metals and Precious Gem-Stones
(Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation) and
Almazyuvelirexport Foreign Trade Association.
Almazy Rossii-Sakha Company was established pursuant to Decree by the President of the Russian Federation No. 158c of 19 February 1992 On Establishment of
Almazy Rossii Joint-Stock Company issued on the basis of
the resolution of the meeting of the Company’s founders
held on 25 July 1992 in the city of Yakutsk.
Almazy Rossii-Sakha was registered on 13 August
1992 in the town of Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
(Resolution No. 554 of the Mirny District Administration)
with a legal address: 6 Ul. Lenina, Mirny, 678170, Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia).
The Company commenced its commercial activity on
1 January 1993.
Pursuant to a decision adopted by the General Meeting
of Shareholders on 27 June 1998 (Protocol No. 12) both
full and abbreviated name of the Company were changed
with appropriate amendments made in the Company’s
Charter. These changes were registered by the Administration of the Mirny Ulus on 26 August 1998 (Certificate
No. 510). According to the above changes the name of the
Company is as follows:
FULL OFFICIAL COMPANY NAME:
• in Russian: акционерная компания «АЛРОСА» (закрытое акционерное общество) (Aktsionernaya Kom-

pania ALROSA (zakrytoe aktsionernoe obshchestvo));
• in Yakutian: «АЛРОСА» акционернай компания
(сабыылаах акционернай уопсастыба) (ALROSA Aktsionernai Kompania (Sabyylaakh aktsionernai uopsastyba));
• in English: ALROSA Company Limited.
ABBREVIATED COMPANY NAME:
• in Russian: АК «АЛРОСА» (ЗАО) (AK ALROSA
(ZAO));
• in the Yakutian language: «АЛРОСА» АК (САУО)
(ALROSA AK (SAUO));
• in the English language: ALROSA Co. Ltd.
The Register of the Shareholders is maintained by the
Mirny subsidiary of Republic’s Specialized Registrator ‘Yakutian Fund Centre’ OJSC with a License for activities relating to keeping a register of the Federal Commission for
Securities No. 10-000-1-00309 of 19.03.2004. Legal address: Office 36, 11 Ul. Tikhonova, town of Mirny, 678170,
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Russian Federation.
The Register of the Shareholders is maintained in conformity with the Federal Laws On Securities Market and
On Joint-Stock Companies, as well as the Regulation on
Keeping Registers of Owners of Registered Securities approved by the Federal Commission for Securities (Resolution No. 27 of 02.10.1997 with amendments enacted
by the Federal Commission for Securities by Resolutions
No. 45 of 31.12.1997, No. 1 of 12.01.1998 and No. 8 of
20.04.1998).
The statutory auditor of the Company: Financial and
Accounting Consultants (FBK) LLC, member of Pannel
Kerr Foster International, was approved by the Shareholders’ Annual General Meeting on 24 June 2007.
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Best Workers of ALROSA

The audit of the consolidated financial statement
of ALROSA Co. Ltd. prepared in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards is carried
out by Pricewaterhouse Coopers, the world’s largest
audit and consulting company.
The authorized capital of ALROSA Co. Ltd. in accordance with the issue of securities registered on 18
September 1997 by the Irkutsk Regional Division of the
Federal Commission for Securities of Russia (state registry number 1-02-40046-N) and additional issue state
registry number 1-02-40046-N-001D) is 3,682,482,815
(three billion six hundred eighty two million four hundred
eighty two thousand eight hundred and fifteen) rubles
with due account of the ruble denomination. The authorized capital is divided into 272,726 (two hundred seventy two thousand seven hundred and twenty six) common registered shares with a nominal value of 13,502.50
(thirteen thousand five hundred and two rubles) roubles
50 (fifty) kopecks each.
Shareholders of ALROSA Co. Ltd
On behalf of the Russian Federation: Ministry
for Property Relations of the Russian Federation:
50.9256%% (138,887.27274 shares with a total nominal value of RUB 1,875,325,400.17).
On behalf of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): the
Ministry for Management of the State-Owned Property of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia): 32.0002 %
(87,273 shares with a total nominal value of RUB
1,178,403,682.50).
Legal entities: 4.7807% (13,038 shares with a total
nominal value of RUB 176,045,595).

ALROSA’s employees and other individuals:
4.1521% (11,323.72726 shares with a total nominal
value of RUB 152,898,627.33).
Administrations of the districts (Uluses) of the
Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), on whose territories the
Company operates: 8.0003% (21,819 shares with a
total nominal value of RUB 294,584,042.50) including:
Anabar ulus

– 0.9999 % (2727 shares);

Verkhneviluyisk ulus

– 0.9999 % (2727 shares);

Viluysk ulus

– 1.0006 % (2729 shares);

Lensk ulus

– 0.9999 % (2727 shares);

Mirny Ulus

– 1.0003 % (2728 shares);

Nyurba ulus

– 0.9999 % (2727 shares);

Olenek ulus

– 0.9999 % (2727 shares);

Suntar ulus

– 0.9999 % (2727 shares).

In conformity with the Federal Law On Amendments to the Federal Law On Joint-Stock Companies
(No. 120-FZ of 7 August 2001) and pursuant to the
resolution taken by the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders on 29 June 2002, new versions of the
Company’s Charter and constituent corporate documents were approved.
The beginning of the fiscal year: 1 January 2008,
the end of the fiscal year: 31 December 2008.
ALROSA Co. Ltd. pays dividends once a year.
The date of dividend payment is determined by the
Annual General Meeting of Shareholders.
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MILESTONES IN THE HISTORY OF ALROSA Co. Ltd.
1954
13 June 1955
16 June 1955
14 January 1957
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1963-1965
1966
1967
1969
1972-1995
1975
1976
1979
1986
1991
19 February 1992
1994
1996
1996-1997
21 October 1997
26 March 1997
May-July 1998
13-14 August 1999
1999
March 2000
2000
May-October 2001

June 2001
17 December 2001
2002
July 2002
May 2003
23 August 2003
04 September 2003
2004
August 2004
2004
08 September 2004
2004
May 2004
September 2005
28 June 2005
15 November 2005

21-22 February 2007
6 February 2008

The first primary diamond deposit Zarnitsa pipe discovered.
Mir pipe discovered.
Udachnaya pipe discovered.
Yakutalmaz Trust established
First commercial-grade diamonds recovered at No. 1 Plant
Plants No. 2 and 4 commissioned.
SoyuzPromExport All-Union Trade Organization sold the first lot of Russian diamonds
on the external market.
Aikhal pipe discovered.
Construction of Aikhal mine completed. Construction of No. 8 Plant commenced.
SoyuzPromExport AUTO signed first contracts for sale of rough diamonds with De Beers.
Plant No. 3 in Mirny commissioned
Construction of Udachny mine completed. Construction of Plant No. 11 commenced.
The first stage of the Vilyui HPP put into operation.
Yakutalmaz Trust reformed into Yakutalmaz Production and Scientific Association (PSO).
Sales of rough diamonds under trade agreements with De Beers.
Jubilee pipe discovered.
The first stage of the mining and processing complex at Udachny pipe commissioned
and put into operation.
Udachny Mining & Concentration Complex established
Aikhal Mining & Concentration Complex established. Development
of the Jubilee pipe and construction of Plant No. 14 Plant commenced.
Mirny Mining & Concentration Complex established.
Almazy Rossii-Sakha Joint-Stock Company established.
Buotubinskaya pipe discovered.
Nyurba pipe discovered.
The first and second stages of the Mining and Processing Complex
commissioned and put into operation on the Jubilee pipe.
Trade Agreement between ALROSA and De Beers signed in Moscow.
The President of the Russian Federation signed the Federal Law On Precious Metals and Gemstones.
ALROSA joined rescue and flood clean-up operations on the Lena River.
International underground mine and ALROSA-Nyurba Mining & Concentration Plant
commissioned and put into operation.
Anabar mine reformed into Anabar Mining & Concentration Complex.
Nyurba Mining Division established for development of Nakyn ore field and diamond recovery.
Brillianty ALROSA cutting and polishing branch established.
ALROSA, executive bodies of the Governments of the Russian Federation and Republic
of Sakha (Yakutia) joined efforts to clean up flood damage on the Lena river
and to repair and rebuilt damaged industrial facilities and homes.
Open-pit operation at Mir kimberlite pipe terminated.
ALROSA Co. Ltd. and De Beers signed trade agreement for the period of 2002-2006.
45th Anniversary of Yakutalmaz Trust and 10th Anniversary of ALROSA Co. Ltd
International underground mine reached its design capacity.
ALROSA Co. Ltd. issued US 500 million Eurobonds with five-year maturity.
Treatment plant No. 16, the major production facility of Nyurba Mining Division
commissioned and put into operation.
Mining operations commenced at the Lomonosov diamond deposit.
Treatment plant put into operation at the Istok deposit, KSA-150 sorting unit rigged up
at the Kholomolokh deposit of Anabar Mining & Concentration Complex
Dredge No. 203 was brought into use for exploitation of the Gornoye deposit of Mir Mining Division.
Operation of seasonal treatment plant No. 5 at Mir Mining Division suspended.
The first power-generating unit of the Svetlinskaya HPP started.
Udachny underground mine construction commenced.
ALROSA Co. Ltd. issued US 300 million Eurobonds with ten-year maturity.
50th anniversary of the Russian diamond mining industry and the town of Mirny.
Commercial diamond mining commenced at the Lomonosov Mining & Concentration
Complex (Severalmaz OJSC) in the Arkhangelsk Region.
Second stage of Catoca Mining & Concentration Complex put into operation.
First stage of Camatchia-CamagiCo. mining project (Republic of Angola) commissioned and
put into operation.
Celebration of the 50th Anniversary of Yakutalmaz Trust.
3rd hydroelectric unit of Svetlinskaya HPP put into operation.
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ADDRESSES
OF THE MAIN OFFICES

Office: 6 Ul. Lenina, Mirny,
678170, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
phone: (411-36)301-80
fax: (495) 745-80-61
fax: (411-36) 304-51
e-mail: aho@centr.alrosa-mir.ru

Office: 10-12 , 1-st Kazachy Pereulok,
Moscow, 119017, Russian Federation
phone: (495) 620-92-50
fax: (495) 411-75-15
e-mail: info@alrosa.ru

Office: 8 Ul. Ammosova, Yakutsk,
677018, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
phone: (411-2) 42-18-15
fax: (411-2) 42-33-28
E-mail: sid@yakutia.ru
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